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Relativistic effects in hydrogenlike atoms embedded in Debye plasmas
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Spectra of hydrogenlike atoms embedded in a Debye plasma are investigated. The state energies and the
transition rates are studied using a fully relativistic formalism based on the Dirac equation. The effect of the
plasma is described by introducing an exponential screening to the nuclear Coulomb potential~the Debye
screening!. Systematic trends with respect to both the nuclear charge and the screening parameter are observed
for all calculated quantities. The pattern of splittings ofns1/2, np1/2 andnp3/2 is modified in a specific way due
to the combined relativity and plasma effect. The transition rates decrease with an increase of the Debye
parameter as well as with an increase ofZ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the spectral properties of ionized atoms emb
ded in plasma are important not only for plasma diagnos
but also for understanding stellar spectra and atmosph
opacities. The effect of a plasma may be conveniently
scribed by an exponential screening potential, known
plasma physics as theDebye or Debye-Hu¨ckel potential
@1–4#. The same potential appears in several other area
physics. In particular, in nuclear physics it is known as
Yukawa potentialand in solid-state physics it is called th
Thomas-Fermi potential. Consequently, the relevance
studies of the spectra of quantum systems in which inte
tions are governed by this kind of potential extends far
yond the plasma physics. Many interesting results as we
references to other works on this subject may be found
Refs. @5–8#. Also the we have contributed to this area
research@9–12#. However, all the works we are familiar wit
are concerned with nonrelativistic descriptions of the spe
of Debye-screened atoms. The effects of the plasma stren
of the electron correlation, and of the degree of ionizat
were studied in detail and, at least for small Debye-scree
atoms, are already rather well understood. On the contr
the influence of relativistic effects, though expected to
important ~particularly for highly ionized species!, has
hardly been mentioned in the literature. The present stud
aimed at filling in this gap. We investigate the influence
relativistic effects on the spectra of Debye-screened hyd
genlike atoms. The corresponding Dirac equation is sol
numerically for a range of Debye parameters and for a nu
ber of nuclear charge values. The present study is conce
with the ground states and two lowest excited states of2S1/2,
2P3/2, and 2P1/2 symmetries. The theoretical model is ou
lined in Sec. II while the results are discussed in Sec.
Hartree atomic units are used throughout this paper.

II. THE MODEL

The Debye potential describing the interaction betwe
the nuclear chargeZ and an electron is given by
1063-651X/2004/69~1!/016404~6!/$22.50 69 0164
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n

Vm~r !52
Z e2mr

r
, ~1!

wherem is the Debye-screening parameter. For a hydrog
like atom the corresponding radial Schro¨dinger equation is

F2
1

2

d2

dr2
1

l ~ l 11!

2r 2
2

Z e2mr

r
2Enl~Z,m!GRnl~Z,m;r !50.

~2!

Upon making the substitution

r5Zr ~3!

Eq. ~2! becomes

F2
1

2

d2

dr2
1

l ~ l 11!

2r2
2

e2lr

r
2«nl~l!GRnl~1,l;r!50,

~4!

where

l5m/Z ~5!

and

«nl~l!5Enl~Z,m!/Z25Enl~1,l!. ~6!

The normalization of the radial functions

E
0

`

uRnl~Z,m;r !u2dr5E
0

`

uRnl~1,l;r!u2dr51, ~7!

and Eqs.~2! and ~4! imply that

^Rnl~Z,m;r !ur kuRn8 l 8~Z,m;r !&

5Z2k ^Rnl~1,l;r !ur kuRn8 l 8~1,l;r !&. ~8!

Relation ~6! between the energy levels and relation~8! be-
tween the matrix elements lead to the derivation of the sp
tral properties of an arbitrary one-electron ion from the c
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responding properties of the hydrogen atom with a prope
scaled@Eq. ~5!# Debye-screening parameter.

Alternatively, Eq.~4! may be rewritten as

@H01Vl82«nl~l!#Rnl~1,l;r!50, ~9!

whereH0 is the Hamiltonian of a free hydrogenlike atom a

Vl85
12e2lr

r
~10!

is the perturbation due to the Debye screening. Ifl!1, as it
is in majority of realistic plasmas, the perturbation is sm
and the first-order corrections may give an adequate estim
of the shift of the energy levels. Thus, up to the first order
perturbation theory, the energy may be written as

«nl~l!5«nl~0!1J0
(nl)2Jl

(nl) , ~11!

where«nl(0) is the eigenvalue ofH0 and

Jl
(nl)5^Rnl~1,0;r!ue2lr/ruRnl~1,0;r!&. ~12!

Using the explicit form of the eigenfunctions ofH0, i.e., of
Rnl(1,0;r), one can easily evaluate the perturbative corr
tion with

Jl
(nl)5

1

n2 S n1 l

k D ~nl/2!2k

~nl/211!2n
F~2k,2k,2l 12,x!,

~13!

wherek5n2 l 21, x52/(nl)2, andF is the Gauss hyper
geometric function@13#. In particular,

J0
(nl)51/n2, ~14!

FIG. 1. Scaled ground state energiesE0 /Z2[«1s1/2
against the

screening parameterl for several values ofZ. The nonrelativistic
values of«1s are Z independent and, up to the width of the lin
overlap with the relativisticZ51 ones. All quantities are in atomi
units.
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Jl
(n,n21)5

1

n2~nl/211!2n
, ~15!

and

Jl
(n,n22)5

11n2~n21!l2/2

n2~nl/211!2n
. ~16!

A similar analysis may be performed for atoms describ
by either the Dirac~in the one-electron case! or by the Dirac-
Coulomb ~in the many-electron case! equation. The radial
Dirac equation for a hydrogenlike atom is

S 2
Z e2mr

r
2Enl j~Z,m! cS k

r
2

d

dr D
cS k

r
1

d

dr D 2
Z e2mr

r
22c22Enl j~Z,m!

D
3S Rnl j

L ~Z,m;r !

Rnl j
S ~Z,m;r !

D 50, ~17!

where k56( j 1 1
2 ) for ,5 j 6 1

2 is the Dirac angular mo-
mentum quantum number,Rnl j

L (Z,m;r ) andRnl j
S (Z,m;r ) are

the radial parts of the large and small components of
wave function, respectively,Enl j (Z,m) is the energy relative
to c2 ~the rest energy of electron!, and the remaining symbol
have their usual meaning. The scaling, Eq.~3!, and the sub-
stitution of Eq.~5! results in the equation

S 2
e2lr

r
2«nl j~z,l!

1

z S k

r
2

d

dr D
1

z S k

r
1

d

dr D 2
e2lr

r
2

2

z2
2«nl j~z,l!

D
3S Rnl j

L ~z,l;r!

Rnl j
S ~z,l;r!

D 50, ~18!

wherez5Z/c and «nl j5Enl j /Z2. Equation~18!, similar to
Eq. ~17!, depends on two parameters. However, from E
~18! one can clearly see that the relativistic effect~i.e., the
c-dependent contributions! are determined, as in the case o
free atom, by the ratioZ/c only. As one can easily note
contrary to the nonrelativistic case,Z51 results do not de-
termine their counterparts for larger values ofZ.

The perturbative corrections to the relativistic energ
may also be determined in a way similar to that in the no
relativistic theory. Then,

«nl j~z,l!5«nl j~z,0!1J 0
(nl j )2J l

(nl j )

5«nl j~z,0!2Dnl j~z,l!1O~l3!, ~19!

where«nl j (z,0) is the Dirac energy of a free atom,

J l
(nl j )5^e2lr/r&, ~20!

Dnl j~z,l!52l1 1
2 l2^r&, ~21!
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FIG. 2. Excitation energies, scaled byZ22, for Z51,20,40,60, againstl. The lowest curves correspond to the nonrelativistic case and~up
to the thickness of the lines! to the relativisticZ51 case. The consecutive groups of curves correspond toZ520, Z540, andZ560. All
quantities are in atomic units.
.
m
p

ve
and

^V&5^Rnl j
L ~z,0;r!uVuRnl j

L ~z,0;r!&

1^Rnl j
S ~z,0;r!uVuRnl j

S ~z,0;r!&, ~22!

whereV is a scalar operator.
The general formulas forJ l

(nl j ) are rather cumbersome
However, for our purposes it is sufficient to use much si
pler expressions for several special cases and for the ex
tation values of several powers of^r& @14,15#. In particular,
01640
-
ec-

Dnl j~z,l!52l1l2@~3Nk
22k2!ñk2kNk#/~4Nk!. ~23!

Here Nk5Añk
21z2, ñk5nr1sk , nr5n2uku, and sk

5Ak22z2. The explicit expressions forJ l
(nl j ) , n51,2 may

easily be derived from the radial hydrogenic Dirac wa
functions. Then,

J l
(1,0,1/2)5@s1~11l/2!2s1#21,

J l
(2,1,3/2)5@2s2~11l!2s2#21,
4-3
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FIG. 3. Oscillator strengths
corresponding tonpj→1s1/2 tran-
sitions divided by 2j 11 and mul-
tiplied by 103. The lowest curves
correspond to the nonrelativisti
case and~up to the width of the
lines! to the relativisticZ51 case.
The consecutive curves corre
spond toZ510, 20, 30, 40, 50,
60, 70.
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(2,0,1/2)5@12lN2~N2

224!/21l2N2~N221!

3~N212!/4#/A,

J l
(2,1,1/2)5@12lN2~N2

224!/22l2N2~N211!

3~N222!/4#/A, ~24!

whereA5N2(N2
222)(11lN2/2)N2

2
. Similarly @14,15#

J 0
(nl j )5~nr1k2/sk!/Nk

3 . ~25!

As one can see from Eq.~23!,

«n,l 11,j2«n,l , j5ukul2/21O~l3!. ~26!

In particular,

«2p1/2
2«2s1/2

5 1
2 l2~11lN2!2N2. ~27!

Hence, the states which differ by the sign ofk only, degen-
erate in a free Dirac atom, are split due to the Debye scre
ing. The splitting is proportional tol2, and the energy of the
state with the lower orbital angular momentum is alwa
lower.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The eigenvalue equations~4! and ~18! have been solved
numerically. The accuracy of the integration procedure
01640
n-

s

s

been chosen to assure that the resulting energies are co
to 1 millihartree. The calculations have been performed
0<l,0.065. The largest value ofl corresponds to the limit
of stability of a nonrelativistic hydrogenlike atom in its 4p
configuration. The calculated quantities include: ground s
energies~Fig. 1!, excitation energies~Fig. 2! and emission
oscillator strengths~Fig. 3!. All quantities are plotted agains
l for several values ofZ ranging from 1 to 70.

The scaled nonrelativistic ground state energies«nl and
the relativistic ones«nl j are displayed in Fig. 1. The nonre
ativistic energies do not depend onZ and are represented b
the highest line in the figure. The consecutive lines cor
spond to the relativistic energies forZ520,40,60. The de-
pendence onl is, for l!1, dominated by the linear term. Fo
larger l, the departure from linearity becomes considera
and the slope of the corresponding curves gradually
creases, as can be seen from Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and ~24!. A
similar behavior of the total energies appears also in the n
relativistic models@9–11#. The relativistic effects, describe
by the Z dependence of the scaled energies, as one sh
expect, grow increasingly fast withZ.

The excitation energies scaled by 1/Z2 are plotted agains
l in Fig. 2. Here again the nonrelativistic values of«nl
2«1s are Z independent. They are represented by the t
lowest curves~the solid curves correspond to the transitio
to l 50 and the dotted ones tol 51 states!. The splitting
between these energy levels increases with increasingl. The
relativistic excitation energies are shown forZ520,40,60.
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TABLE I. Comparison of the exact 1s1/2→2l j excitation energiesD«nl j5«nl j2«1s1/2
with the ones

obtained using the first-order perturbation corrections; nr stands fornonrelativisticand d is the difference
between the exact and the perturbational energy. Energies are in millihartrees andl in bohr21.

Z l D«2s1/2
d D«2p1/2

d D«2p3/2
d

nr 0.000 375.000 0.000 375.000 0.000 375.000 0.000
0.010 374.781 0.000 374.829 0.000 374.829 0.000
0.020 374.148 20.002 374.333 20.002 374.333 20.002
0.030 373.130 20.010 373.531 20.009 373.531 20.009
0.040 371.755 20.029 372.440 20.028 372.440 20.027
0.050 370.045 20.065 371.076 20.063 371.076 20.063
0.060 368.021 20.125 369.450 20.122 369.450 20.122
0.065 366.898 20.166 368.543 20.163 368.543 20.163

20 0.000 376.850 0.000 376.850 0.000 377.524 0.00
0.010 376.633 0.000 376.681 0.000 377.354 0.000
0.020 376.004 20.002 376.189 20.002 376.857 20.002
0.030 374.994 20.010 375.395 20.009 376.055 20.009
0.040 373.629 20.028 374.315 20.027 374.964 20.027
0.050 371.931 20.064 372.963 20.062 373.599 20.063
0.060 369.921 20.123 371.352 20.121 371.973 20.121
0.065 368.804 20.164 370.453 20.161 371.065 20.162

40 0.000 382.644 0.000 382.644 0.000 385.457 0.00
0.010 382.432 0.000 382.480 0.000 385.286 0.000
0.020 381.818 20.002 382.004 20.001 384.789 20.002
0.030 380.831 20.009 381.233 20.009 383.986 20.009
0.040 379.496 20.027 380.184 20.026 382.894 20.027
0.050 377.834 20.062 378.871 20.060 381.527 20.062
0.060 375.865 20.119 377.305 20.116 379.897 20.122
0.065 374.771 20.159 376.430 20.155 378.987 20.161

60 0.000 393.229 0.000 393.229 0.000 400.044 0.00
0.010 393.027 0.000 393.075 0.000 399.873 0.000
0.020 392.438 20.002 392.624 20.002 399.375 20.002
0.030 391.490 20.009 391.894 20.008 398.570 20.009
0.040 390.207 20.025 390.900 20.024 397.475 20.027
0.050 388.608 20.058 389.654 20.055 396.103 20.062
0.060 386.712 20.111 388.166 20.107 394.468 20.120
0.065 385.657 20.148 387.334 20.144 393.554 20.161
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Splittings betweens1/2 and p1/2 states increase asl2 @cf.,
Eqs.~26! and~27!#. In the first approximation these splitting
are Z independent. It is interesting to note that the fin
structure splittings between states of the samel decrease with
increasingl.

A comparison between the exact energies and their
proximate, first-order perturbation values, are given in Fig
~total energies! and in Table I~excitation energies!. As one
can see, in the range ofl explored in this work, the pertur
bational energies are very close to the exact ones and
accuracy is adequate for spectroscopic studies of atoms
bedded in plasmas. The differenced between the exact an
the perturbational energies corresponding to 1s1/2→2l j tran-
sitions, shown in Table I, never exceed 0.05%.

Emission oscillator strengths~multiplied by 1000 and di-
vided by 2j 11) for transitions fromnp1/2 and np3/2, n
52,3, to the ground state are plotted againstl in Fig. 3. The
nonrelativistic oscillator strengths areZ independent and ar
represented by the lowest curves. The relativistic ones
01640
-

p-
1

eir
m-

re

represented by the consecutive curves and correspond,
secutively, to Z510,20,30,40,50,60,70. The systema
trends and the importance of relativistic effects are clea
seen from the figure.

The results obtained show that for a correct interpretat
of the spectra of ionized atoms in plasmas inclusion of re
tivistic effects is necessary, particularly for higher degrees
ionization. The behavior of excitation energies and transit
rates as functions of the plasma strength and of the degre
ionization are regular. The first-order perturbation theo
gives a very good approximation of the locations of the e
ergy levels. Consequently, for an approximate description
the spectra the formulas derived from the perturbational
pressions are quite adequate.
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